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Abstract 

 

Estimation of Angular Velocity Using a Single Fixed Camera 

 

Kirsten Elizabeth Tuggle, M.S.E. 

The University of Texas at Austin, 2016 

 

Supervisor:  Maruthi Akella 

 

Visual systems provide a rich representation of the observed environment and are 

frequently utilized in navigation and tracking across a broad class of engineering 

endeavors. This report explores the application of a single camera, fixed in position and 

orientation, towards the estimation of the angular velocity of an observed rigid object 

undergoing general motion in three dimensions. A summary is provided for historically 

significant methods in motion estimation using vision, and the underlying dynamics of 

the problem are discussed. A particular solution is examined in which the angular 

velocity is estimated asymptotically via a robust integral of the sign of the error (RISE)-

based observer. The observer exploits homography techniques in image processing along 

with nonlinear systems theory to achieve its goal. Convergence proofs are summarized, 

and the observer is numerically simulated for a few simple example cases for 

demonstration. A key advantage of this solution is that it does not require supplementary 

information in the form of knowledge of a subset of linear velocity components or a true 

Euclidean length between two identifiable features on the object. This trait is not shared 
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in estimation of linear velocity where some additional knowledge is necessary to resolve 

scale factor ambiguities. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Chapter 1: Problem Motivation 

The problem considered is that of estimating the angular velocity of a rigid body 

using observations from a single camera. The camera is assumed to be fixed in both 

position and orientation, but the ideas presented here could easily be extended to the case 

of using a moving camera to estimate the relative angular velocity between the camera 

and observed object. Such an estimator would naturally prove useful to vehicle 

navigation and tracking of objects within a dynamic environment. In the space 

environment for example, the capture of debris while in orbit around Earth and tracking 

of a tumbling asteroid are relevant applications. With this in mind, angular velocity 

estimates are to be necessarily provided in real-time rather than in a post-processing or 

batch scenario. Furthermore, no a priori knowledge of object geometry should be 

required for the estimation scheme. Such information may be available in some cases, 

such as when the object is an upper stage of a known design, but most certainly not in 

others, such as when the object is an asteroid. The problem also assumes that the object is 

within the field of view of the camera at all measurement time steps.  Future work could 

investigate a scheme that would allow the camera to physically track the object to ensure 

this assumption is realized. 

The following illustration [6] depicts a realization of the problem described 

above, with a fixed camera imaging the same plane of the object at different times. !∗ 
represents the plane at the initial time with ! as the plane at the current time. The 

coordinate frames and vectors present are defined and utilized later in the report. 
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Illustration 1: Problem Depiction. 
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Chapter 2: Literature Summary 

Much work has been done in the area of motion estimation using image 

processing products since the late 1980s, coinciding with the advent of simultaneous 

localization and mapping (SLAM) by Smith and Cheeseman in 1986 [1]. Motion 

estimation solutions typically prescribe to a computer vision or dynamical-modeling 

approach. Purely computer vision techniques often rely on advanced image processing 

tools such as symmetry detection to determine axes of rotation [2] where dynamical-

modeling algorithms rely on underlying physics and more traditional estimation schemes. 

The latter approach has been elected for the current study in order to leverage a 

background more in systems theory and estimation.  

Before designing any estimation scheme, measurement model knowledge as well 

as uncertainty in this knowledge should be established. An image is a rich and complex 

source of information about an environment with many potential avenues for quantifying 

measurement information in both the spatial and frequency domains. Much of the 

existing literature in systems theory methods considers the effective measurements after 

image processing to be the image coordinates resulting from uniquely identifiable points, 

or features, on the object being projected onto the image plane. This is known as a 2D-to-

2D point correspondence measurement model [3]. A perspective projection model for the 

camera, rather than an orthographic model, is most commonly adopted. The detection and 

association of feature points over a sequence of images as well as the computational 

complexity associated with this task is discussed in a later chapter on image processing 

considerations.  

The pinhole projection model assumption allows one to visualize the image 

coordinates (when presented in spatial units rather than pixels) of a feature point as a unit 
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vector to the 3D location of that point on the object. In other words, the feature point lies 

along a ray extending from the lens of the camera in the direction established by the unit 

vector with a magnitude that cannot be determined without further information. This 

illustrates the fundamental difficulty underlying any problem utilizing a camera 

measurement system. Measurements do not readily provide 3D environment information 

but rather a 2D version resulting from a nonlinear and noninvertible transformation of 

this information. 2D image dynamics are scaled by an unknown and potentially time-

varying scale factor and include products of unknown motion parameters with unknown 

parameters related to the geometry of the object. Thus, a clear coupling exists between 

the motion and geometry of the object. For this reason, there is scarce literature that is 

concerned with estimation of velocity terms only, including angular velocity.  

The popular areas of structure from motion (SfM) and motion from structure 

(MfS) utilize this interplay between geometry and velocity to infer one type of 

knowledge from the other. The term structure here refers to the Euclidean geometry of 

the object as expressed by the true feature point locations. Solving for structure then 

amounts to recovering depth scale factors to combine with image coordinates for true 

vector estimates of the features. Clearly though, neither SfM nor MfS solve the problem 

at hand since the first method assumes knowledge of what is to be estimated and the 

second assumes knowledge of object geometry which we take to be unavailable. A more 

recent area is structure and motion (SaM) estimation where both feature point geometry 

and object motion parameters are to be estimated.  

SaM solutions can be categorized into batch vs. real-time, filter-based vs. 

observer-based, and motion-first vs. structure-first methods. As previously discussed, 

only real-time or online methods are of interest here. Filter-based techniques operate on 

continuous differential equations applied to continuous image sequences [4]. Examples 
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include [5] where moving objects are tracked using filtering and prediction. Filter-based 

approaches though typically rely on a priori knowledge of system noise, without which 

analytical proofs of convergence are not available. Such a property is undesirable since 

image plane noise is often poorly characterized. For this reason, observer-based 

approaches are preferable since they do not require a priori noise information and offer 

the possibility of convergence proofs, usually via Lyapunov analysis. The work in [6] 

uses a nonlinear observer to estimate camera velocities using a known geometric length 

between two feature points. The work in [7] used an identifier-based observer (IBO) to 

estimate constant angular velocity and structure assuming all linear velocity components 

are known. Similary, [4] offers a SaM solution for a more general angular velocity model 

with required knowledge of a single linear velocity component. These examples reinforce 

the need for supplementary information in the form of known geometry or velocity terms 

for fully solving SaM problems.  

A motion-first method estimates some part of the motion terms that do not require 

structure knowledge and then incorporates these estimates into a filter or observer to 

provide the remaining motion and structure parameter estimates. It would be reasonable 

to prefer this approach, rather than structure-first, with the hope that angular velocity 

terms are among those that could be estimated without structure knowledge. It can be 

seen that linear velocity terms will not satisfy this criteria. For example, consider a planar 

object with a circular face moving in pure translation within the field of view of the 

camera. An object of identical shape and relative orientation to the camera but twice in 

size, moving at twice the velocity, and at twice the distance from the camera displays the 

same image behavior as the original object under a perspective projection model. 

Fortunately though, [4] developed a motion-first method that estimates angular velocity 

via a nonlinear observer designed in [6] and then uses these estimated values as input for 
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a different estimator for structure and linear velocity. This method does require a priori 

knowledge of a single component of linear velocity, but that information is necessary for 

the structure and linear velocity estimator and not the motion-first angular velocity 

portion. The work in [6] required knowledge of a true geometric length between two 

feature points in estimating total velocity, but this information was only utilized in the 

linear velocity estimates. Satisfying the criteria mentioned above, this observer for 

angular velocity is chosen for further analysis and simulation presented in the subsequent 

sections of this report. First, a simple but less effective approach is given. It documents 

an initial solution attempt and serves as an avenue to discuss the governing dynamics for 

the problem. 
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PRESENTED SOLUTIONS 

Chapter 3: Simple Dynamical Approach 

Consider the position, P(t), of a single feature point on a purely rotating object 

expressed in an inertial reference frame with its origin at the center of a fixed camera 

observing the object.  

 

Illustration 2: A Rigid Body in Pure Rotation. 

The position of this point expressed in a frame centered on the center of mass of 

the object is called PB(t), and the constant vector relating the origin of the body frame 

with respect to the origin of the camera frame is xf. The following equations express the 

dynamics of this feature point. 
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! !
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! ! = !! !  

                                                         = ! ! ×!! !  
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The image coordinates are expressed as follows using a simple pinhole camera model. 
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! ! ! ! =

!(!)
!(!)
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                                           1.3 

 

The feature dynamics expressed in terms of the measurement information is then: 
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          1.4 

 

=
!(!)
!(!)
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Assuming a continuous image stream, image plane velocities !(!), !(!) would be 

available. Of course in practice, these velocities would have to be approximated using 

very small measurement time steps or abandoned by converting the dynamics to a 

discrete form. The effective unknowns would then be !!(!), !!(!), !!(!), !! ! , 

!! ! ,!!! ! , and Z(t). A set of six feature points would include twelve unknowns, when 

the differing depths are taken into account, and produce twelve available equations. With 

at least six feature associations then, a system of nonlinear equations may be solved for 

the motion parameters and depths Zi(t) at each time. More analysis would be necessary to 

provide conditions on these six points or quantification of the exact number of points 

necessary in practice for existence and uniqueness of solutions. This notion is discussed 

in the next chapter. This is, however, overall a naïve approach since no measurement 

noise has been assumed. Approximations of image plane velocities may even further 

amplify the noise present. Nonlinear solvers are already sensitive to the required initial 

solution guess, and the addition of noise will make solution guarantees difficult. A 

filtering scheme may be of use in adapting the perfect measurements approach, but this 

solution would still be susceptible to the shortcomings previously discussed for filter-

based methods. 
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This derivation highlights the nonlinear relationships present even in the case with 

no object translation. Note that the angular velocity terms are linear with known 

coefficients whereas the linear velocity and depth terms are nonlinearly coupled.  
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Chapter 4: Nonlinear Observer 

DEVELOPMENT 

Define coordinate frame ℐ to be the inertial coordinate frame attached to the fixed 

camera, coordinate frames ℱ and ℱ⋇ to be the coordinates frames attached to the object at 

the current and initial times respectively. The angular velocity of the object then can be 

captured by the rate of change of the relative orientation of frame ℱ with respect to 

stationary frame ℱ⋇ over time. This relative orientation is described via an axis-angle 

parameterization. 

 

          ! ! = !(!)!(!)                            2.1 

 

where −! < ! ! < ! is the principal angle and !(!) is the principal axis of rotation. It 

can be shown that  

 

                                                        ! ! = !!(!)! !                            2.2 

 

where  

!! ! = !! −
! !
2 ! ! × + 1− !"#$(! ! )

!"#$!(! ! ) ! ! × ! 

!"#$ ! ! = !"#(! ! )
! !  

 

Rotation vector ! !  can be calculated from feature point image coordinates through a 

process known as homography decomposition, further discussed in the next chapter. Also 

discussed there is the necessity of a set of 4 coplanar, noncolinear feature points or a set 

of eight points without any coplanar requirements for homography decomposition. The 
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derivative, ! ! , however, is not directly available from the measurements even after the 

homography decomposition process. Approximation by differencing measurements at 

consecutive time steps is susceptible to the noise amplification property previously 

mentioned. Therefore, an observer provides estimates, !(!), ! ! = !!(!), for quantites 

!(!), !(!), so the angular velocity of the object can be estimated with the following 

simple relationship. 

 

                                                       ! ! = !!!!(!)!!(!)           2.3 

 

Note that [6] proves existence of the matrix inverse !!!!(!) for all time. The observer 

system dynamics are as follows: 

 

                     !! ! = ! + !! ! ! + ! + !! ! ! !"!
! + !"#$ ! ! !"!

!             2.4 

where 

! ! = ! ! − !(!) 
 

and !, ! are some constant, diagonal, and positive definite gain matrices. 

PROOF OF CONVERGENCE 

[6] also provides a proof of asymptotic stability for the angular velocity estimator. 

It is assumed that ! ! ,! ! ,!(!) are all bounded, and implicitly that ! ! ,!(!) exist. 

Due to the form of differential equation (2.2), it can be shown that ! ! , ! ! , ! ! , !(!) ∈
ℒ!, so the stated assumptions means there exist positive constants !!,!! such that 

!!(!) ≤!
!!! !! and !!(!) ≤!

!!! !!. 
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Claim I :  ! > !! + !! ⇒ lim!⟶! !(!) = lim!⟶! !(!) = 0 

Proof : Define the following function. 

 

! ! = ! ! + !(!) 
! ! = 1

2 !
! ! ! ! + 12 !

! ! !(!)+ !(!) 

where                ! ! = !! − ! ! !"!
!  

!! = ! !!! 0 −
!

!!!
!! 0 !(0) 

! ! = !!(!) ! ! − !"#$(! ! )  

 

Note that it can be shown using the supposition of the claim that function P(t) is 

non-negative definite.  Differentiating the Lyapunov function V(t) yields: 

 

                               ! ! = !! ! ! ! + ! ! ! ! − !(!)                                    2.5 

 

Note                               ! ! = ! ! + ! !  

= ! ! + ! ! − ! !  

= ! ! + ! ! − ! + !! ! ! + ! + !! ! ! + !"#$(! ! ) 
= ! ! + ! ! − ! + !! ! ! + !"#$(! !  

 

! ! = !! ! ! ! + ! ! − ! + !! ! ! − !"#$ ! ! + ! ! ! ! − !(!) 
= !! ! ! ! + ! ! − ! + !! ! ! − !"#$ ! ! − ! ! + !"#$(! ! + ! ! ! !  

= !! ! ! ! − ! + !! ! ! + !! ! ! !  

= − ! + !! !! ! ! ! + !! ! ! ! − ! ! + (!! ! − !! ! )!(!) 
= − ! + !! !! ! ! ! + !! ! ! ! − !! ! !(!) 
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= −!!! ! ! ! − !! ! !(!) 
= −! !(!) !

! − !(!) !
! 

    ≤ −! !(!) !
!                       

 

From this and the structure of V(t), it follows that ! ! , ! ! ,!(!) ∈ ℒ! and 

!(!) ∈ ℒ!. [8] shows via linear analysis that ! ! ∈ ℒ! ⟹ !(!) ∈ ℒ!. Using the 

information prior to Claim I: 

 

! ! = ! ! − ! ! !!"#ℎ!! ! , !(!) ∈ ℒ! ⟹ !(!)) ∈ ℒ! 

! ! = ! ! − ! ! !!"#ℎ!! ! , ! ! ∈ ℒ! ⟹ ! ! ∈ ℒ! 

 

! ! = ! ! − ! + !! ! ! − !"#$ ! ! + ! ! !!"#ℎ!! ! , ! ! , ! ! , ! ! ∈ ℒ! 

       ⟹ ! ! ∈ ℒ!                                   

 

Now, using Barbalat’s Lemma which is presented in the Appendix,  

 

        ! ! ∈ ℒ! ∩ ℒ!, ! ! ∈ ℒ! ⟹ lim!→! ! ! = 0!                         2.6 

 

Again, [8] used linear techniques to show that (2.6) implies that which was to be 

shown, lim!⟶! !(!) = lim!⟶! !(!) = 0. 

 

Claim II : lim!⟶! !(!) = lim!⟶! !(!) = 0⟹ lim!→! !! = !!(!)!(!) 
Proof : This follows easily. 0 = lim!⟶! !(!) ⟹ 0 = lim

!⟶!
(! ! − ! ! )  

                         ⟹ lim
!⟶!

! ! = ! ! ⟹ lim!→! !! = !!(!)!(!)         2.7 
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Chapter 5: Measurement Processing 

The process of using feature point image coordinates across two frames to 

produce rotation vector e(t) requires three fundamental steps – finding the homography 

matrix, homography decomposition, and solving for e(t) given matrix !(!). 
For the first step, the following feature point dynamics are needed. Define Pi(t) to 

be the position of the ith feature point in the inertial camera frame, R(t) to be the rotation 

matrix relating coordinates in the current object frame ℱ to those in camera frame ℐ, 

!∗(!) to be the rotation matrix relating coordinates in the initial object frame ℱ⋇ with 

those in camera frame ℐ, and xf(t) to be the position of the current object frame with 

respect to the camera frame in ℐ coordinates. Let si be the position of the ith feature point 

on the object in the current object frame. Due to the rigid body assumption, si will be 

constant. This notation is consistent with that used in Illustration 1. 

 

                                          !! ! = !! ! + !(!)!!                      3.1 

!! 0 = !!(0)+ !∗!! 
 

!! = !∗!(!! 0 − !! 0 ) 
⟹ !! ! = !! ! + !(!)!∗!(!! 0 − !! 0 ) 
= !! ! − ! ! !∗!!! 0 + !(!)!∗!!! 0  

    = !! ! + !(!)!! 0            3.2 

 

when  !! ! = !! ! − ! ! !∗!!! 0  and ! ! = !(!)!∗!. Define !∗ to be the unit 

vector in ℐ coordinates normal to the object plane at the initial time, and define !∗ to be 
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the distance from frame ℐ to frame ℱ⋇ along direction !∗. These quantities fulfill the 

following property: 

 

                                                            !∗ = !∗!!! 0              3.3 

 

Substituting this relationship gives: 

 

!! ! = !! !
!∗
!∗ + !(!)!! 0  

= !! !
!∗ !∗! + !(!) !! 0  

                                                  = !! ! !∗! + !(!) !! 0                                              3.4 

 

when !! ! = !! !
!∗  is defined. A form has been found that expresses the position of the 

feature at the current time as a product of some matrix with the position vector of the 

feature at initial time. Now a similar relationship will be made after scaling both position 

vectors by dividing each by the respective depths, or Z-coordinates. 

 

!! ! =
!!(!)
!!(!)
!!(!)

,!! 0 =
!!(0)
!!(0)
!!(0)

 

 
Define !! ! = !! !

!!(!)
 and !! 0 = !!(!)

!!(!)
 so that () becomes 

!!(!)!! ! = !!(0) !! ! !∗! + !(!) !! 0  

!! ! = !!(0)
!!(!)

!! ! !∗! + !(!) !! 0  

      = !! ! !(!)!! 0                            3.5 
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when !! ! = !!(!)
!!(!)

 is a scale factor (the ratio of depth at initial and current times) and 

! ! = !! ! !∗! + !(!)  is the Euclidean homography matrix. Recognize that the first 

two components of scaled position vectors !! ! , !! 0  are almost exactly the image 

coordinates for the feature point at those times. The image coordinates in spatial units are 

denoted as !! ! ,!! 0 . 

 

                                                           !! ! = !!! !                                   3.6 

!! 0 = !!! 0  

 

Constant projective matrix A captures the focal length in the pinhole camera model, as 

well as any camera calibration parameters, and is assumed to be known. Note that !! ! , 

!! 0 ∈ ℝ! with the third component simply being focal length f or 1 depending on the 

convention chosen. Now the Euclidean homography can be expressed in image 

coordinates as a projective homography. 

 

!!!!! ! = !! ! !(!)!!!!! 0  

!! ! = !! ! !"(!)!!!!! 0  

    = !! ! !(!)!! 0            3.7 

 

where ! ! = !!"(!)!!! is the projective homography matrix.  

For the second major step, homography decomposition, the goal is determination 

of matrix !(!). Assuming without loss of generality that element !!!(!) of matrix G(t) is 

nonzero, the projective homography equation may be expressed differently. 

 

! ! = !!!(!)!!(!) 
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                                      !! ! = !! ! !!!(!)!!(!)!! 0           3.8 

 

If a set of image coordinates for four feature points were available, then there 

would exist twelve equations for this system. Taking the variables to be determined as 

!! ! !!!(!) (four unknowns) and matrix !!(!) (eight unknowns since !!!! ! = 1 by 

formulation), there are twelve unknowns. It can be shown that a set of four feature point 

associations is sufficient for the solution of these unknowns given that no three of the 

feature points are collinear. Furthermore, if any eight feature point associations are 

available, then a solution exists without any collinearity requirements [9]. Since matrix A 

is known, these variables can be used to give Euclidean homography matrix H(t) scaled 

by an unknown factor. Numerical methods exist to decompose this matrix, typically 

utilizing singular value decomposition, to provide matrix !(!) [10]. 

Finally, the third step uses !(!) to deliver rotation vector e(t), effectively the 

measurement after processing, necessary for the observer. Although the axis-angle 

representation used to generate e(t) is not unique, it has been proven that the following 

formulas can be used without loss of generality [6]. 

 

! ! = !"#!! !" ! ! − 1
2  

 

!(!)× = ! ! − !!(!)
2sin!(! ! )  

=
0 −!!(!) !!(!)

!!(!) 0 −!!(!)
−!!(!) !!(!) 0
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! ! = !! ! !(!) 
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Chapter 6: Image Processing Considerations 

As with most treatments on this topic, the problem of generating feature points as 

input for a chosen estimation algorithm has so far been neglected. However, the process 

of extracting uniquely identifiable points across frames over time is nontrivial and should 

not be taken for granted from either theoretical or computational perspectives. In 

particular, this process falls under the category of a widely studied image processing area 

known as data association. Historically, a bevy of algorithms have been introduced and 

implemented across a wide range of sensors and signal processing applications, meaning 

problem specifics often dictate an appropriate choice. The problem at hand should restrict 

potential data association methods to those that can utilize a single camera and exhibit 

robustness with regards to general motion of feature points, especially rotational motion.  

The Similarity Invariance Feature Transform (SIFT) method has traditionally been very 

popular for this type of application.  SIFT relies on concepts such as difference of 

Gaussian (DoG)-filtered responses, the Hough transform, and nearest neighbor search 

(NNS) to produce high-dimensional vector descriptors that store the location and scale of 

carefully selected keypoints [11]. A database is formed to store keypoints associated with 

previous images, against which keypoints of the current frame will be matched. Much of 

the great appeal of SIFT is due to its strong invariance to rotations, translations, changes 

in illumination, and changes in scale. Clearly all of these aspects are present when 

attempting to track a moving object in a complex environment. Furthermore, SIFT 

performs with reasonable invariance to occlusions and affine transformation but is only 

weakly invariant to deformation of the object [12]. The object in question throughout this 

discussion is assumed to be a rigid, so deformation will not be an issue unlike in systems 

such as facial recognition. However, since a direct relationship exists between keypoints 
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and edges, the number of keypoints in each image may be quite large. For example, a 

512x512 pixel image may contain as much as 2000 keypoints. It follows that the 

computational complexity can become significant. 

More recently, Speeded-Up Robust Features (SURF) exploits the idea of integral 

images and box filters [13] to provide a more computationally efficient version of SIFT. 

Although still computationally significant, SURF has been successfully demonstrated in 

real-time applications. It has become a widely preferred approach for data association in 

monocular SLAM, an application with computational demands at least as exacting as 

those in angular velocity estimation. 
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NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS 

Chapter 7: Simulation Configuration 

In order to illustrate the performance and characteristics of the nonlinear observer 

outlined, a simulation was created using Simulink for certain simple scenarios. A camera 

was situated 10 m from a purely rotating planar object. The same four coplanar feature 

points were visible within each image for all time. As mentioned previously, this aspect is 

not a requirement for the observer, which only requires that some set of four coplanar, 

noncolinear features or some set of eight features be associated between any two 

consecutive frames.  

Illustration 3: Simulink Configuration. 
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Chapter 8: Results and Analysis 

PERFECT MEASUREMENTS 

In this base scenario, the initial object frame ℱ⋇ was aligned with inertial camera 

frame ℐ. Rotation occurred about the third axis, called !!(0), at a rate of -0.5 rad/s. Since 

these axes are aligned, the estimated angular rate in inertial coordinates should 

asymptotically approach −0.5!!, where !! is the third inertial axis.  

 

 

Figure 1: Estimated Angular Velocity Components, Perfect Measurements. 

As expected, only the third component of the angular velocity in inertial coordinates is 

nonzero. This component displays large discrepancies from true value -0.5 rad/s in the 

early seconds of the transient phase due to initial conditions of the observer dynamics not 

matching initial conditions of the true dynamics. The component displays asymptotic 

convergence to -0.5 rad/s, as desired. 
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NOISY MEASUREMENTS 

Additive Gaussian noise was included in the third component of each e(t) 

measurement. As seen in the following figure, the estimated third component displays 

asymptotic behavior towards true value -0.5 rad/s to the extent that noise amplitudes 

allow. Note that adjusting gain matrices !,! which are currently set to identity will affect 

the noise amplitudes.  

 

 

Figure 2: Estimated Angular Velocity Components, Noisy Measurements. 

 

SENSITIVITY TO ANGULAR RATE 

The following analysis returns to the noise-free case but attempts to explore 

sensitivities in the observer to the magnitude of the angular rate of the object. 
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Figure 3: Estimated Angular Velocity Components, -1 rad/s. 

 

 

Figure 4: Estimated Angular Velocity Components, -5 rad/s. 
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Figure 5: Estimated Angular Velocity Components, -10 rad/s. 

The magnitudes of departure from the true value at the same time steps appear larger as 

the magnitude of the angular velocity increases. To quantify this observation, note that 

the mean-squared error (MSE) for the case where ! = −1! !"#!  is 0.0001! !"#!!!  while the 

MSE is 0.0040! !"#!!!  for the case where ! = −5! !"#!  and is 0.0241! !"#!!!  for the case 

where ! = −10! !"#! . This trend continues in the case where ! = −0.5! !"#!  with a MSE 

of 0.0000233! !"#!!! . These findings suggest that the observer gives better performance for 

less aggressive rotations, which corresponds to having smaller angular displacements 

between measurement steps. Note that the MSE values are dependent on the number of 

time steps in each simulation, but it turns out that more time steps are taken for smaller ! 

values. This information further substantiates the behavior described. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

Real-time motion estimation using a single camera is in general a computationally 

challenging problem. The nonlinear transformation of 3D scene information into 2D 

image information introduces time-varying scale factor ambiguities into the object 

dynamics when represented in terms of the measurements. Full motion estimation 

including linear velocity terms is generally possible only to within a scale using the 

pinhole camera model. However, the observer developed in [6] that has been analyzed 

here offers a desirable property of asymptotic estimation of angular velocity in the 

absence of knowledge concerning structure of the object or linear velocity components. 

The method was shown to perform well in certain relatively simple simulation scenarios, 

but future work should consider its performance under more realistic conditions. The 

image processing techniques necessary for implementation, such as homography 

decomposition and data association, will be required for functional measurements, and 

the computational power required can be significant. Noise profiles will also in general 

not be Gaussian, so experimental analysis under different types of environments will be 

enlightening in evaluating the effectiveness of the presented solution. 
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Appendix 

Barbalat’s Lemma [14]:  

If lim!→! ! ! !"!
!  exists and is finite, where !:ℝ → ℝ is a uniformly 

continuous function, then lim!→! !(!) = 0. 

 

A special result of Barbalat’s Lemma is the following statement that has been 

applied in proof of the convergence for the nonlinear observer.  
! ∈ ℒ! ∩ ℒ! for some ! ∈ ℕ and ! ∈ ℒ! ⟹ lim

!→!
! ! = 0  
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Glossary 

 

ℐ : inertial camera frame 

ℱ : current object body frame 

ℱ⋇ : initial object body frame 

e(t) : rotation vector describing orientation of ℱ with respect to ℱ⋇ in ℐ coordinates 

! !  : observer error term 

!(!) : rotation matrix describing rotation between frame ℱ and frame ℐ in ℐ coordinates 

!∗ : rotation matrix describing rotation between frame ℱ⋇ and frame ℐ in ℐ coordinates 

!(!) : rotation matrix resulting from homography decomposition 
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